
A SHORT REVIEW OF THE BICYCLE THIEVES A FILM BY VITTORIO DE

SICA

this study of poverty in postwar Rome as unbearable as any horror film. than in Vittorio de Sica's classic Ladri di
Biciclette, or Bicycle Thieves of Rome with his little boy Bruno (Enzo Staiola) to get his bike back.

It shows an evocative post war Rome , ruined and with depressed economy , ba great deal of working class
men , unemployed people looking for work and a destroyed city , too. Selznick, who apparently suggested
Cary Grant for the lead. And year-old Staiola, whose parents owned a vegetable cart in Rome, simply has one
of the most unforgettable and expressive childhood faces in the history of cinema. De Sica and others often
used real people instead of actors, and the effect, after decades of Hollywood gloss, was startling to audiences.
However, by the end of the movie we are reminded that the boy is just a boy which the father seems to forget
at intervals, but realizes when he offers to take him for pizza, etc. Enzo StaiolaThe Medium. Antonio
Lamberto Maggiorani is a poor man who is thrilled when he is at last offered a job: delivering and putting up
movie posters. Every incident, every detail of the frantic and futile hunt is a taut and exciting adventure, in
which hope is balanced against despair. Finally Ricci gives up: "You live and suffer," he tells Bruno. The film
deals with a father , Lamberto Maggiorani , and his child , Enzo Staiola. One of the most over-powering
incidents in the film occurs when the father, in desperation, thoughtlessly slaps the anxious boy. Getting his
hands on one is difficult, but he succeeds, and his wife Maria Lianella Carell and his young son, Bruno Enzo
Staiola , are delighted. Of particular note is the title of the film, which serves, in retrospect, to illustrate
deSicca's main point. Then , being robbed his bicycle, and both of them set out to find the robber. At the
World. Essential and indispensable seeing for Italian films buffs. The irony of the situation causes the viewer
to realize his own hypocrisy. Lamberto Maggiorani, for example, was a factory worker. Society makes it
difficult. His story is lean and literal, completely unburdened with "plot," and written by Cesare Zavattini with
the camera exclusively in mind. With a guilty start, he looks around. That, and something more. Then, in the
view of most critics, De Sica put his special gift as a director on hold for many years, turning out more light
comedies "Marriage, Italian Style," "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow". The motion picture was stunningly
directed by Vittorio de Sica , and including Sergio Leone as director assistant. He turned to filmmaking in ,
making light comedies. Just to cite a few episodes and crises, there is the eloquent inrush of hope when the
workman acquires his bicycle after his wife pawns the sheets from their beds; there is the horrible, sickening
moment when he realizes that the bicycle is gone, seized and ridden away before his own eyes by a thief who
escapes in the traffic's swirl; there is the vain and pathetic expedition to hunt the parts of the bicycle in a
second-hand mart and there is the bleak and ironic pursuit of a suspect into a church during a mass for the
poor. One day there is a job--for a man with a bicycle. Classic tragedy That this slender tale ends up having
the emotional resonance of classic tragedy may sound preposterous, but that is what happens. It is the isolation
and loneliness of the little man in this complex social world that is ironically blessed with institutions to
comfort and protect mankind". Perhaps the harsh reality of World War Two jarred the optimism needed for
such stories, and in he made "The Children are Watching," a film that came soon after Visconti's "Ossessione.


